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MILPERSMAN 1320-110
TRAVEL TIME IN CONJUNCTION WITH CALL TO OR RELEASE
FROM ACTIVE DUTY
Responsible NAVPERSCOM
Office
(PERS-454)
OPNAV (N13)

References

1.

Phone:

DSN
COM

882-4179
(901) 874-4179

DSN
COM

225-3322
(703) 695-3322

(a) DOD 7000.14-R, Financial Management Regulation
(DODFMR), Volume 7A, Chapter 2
(b) NAVSO P-6034, Joint Federal Travel Regulations
(JFTR), Volume I, Chapter 4, Part C

What This Article Addresses

a. This article addresses computation of travel time for
travel days and travel allowance purposes only.
b. For computation of travel time for pay purposes refer to
para. 0205 of reference (a).
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2. Determining Travel Time When Ordered To Active Duty. Use
the rules in table below to determine the travel time when a
member is ordered to active duty:
WHEN...
a member is ordered to
active duty for a
period of less than 90
days,

a member is ordered to
active duty for a
period of 90 days or
more,
in such cases, the
member actually uses a
POC,

the total official
distance is 400 miles
or less,
computing travel time,
if the orders do not
contain an hour for
reporting,
a date and hour for
reporting are included
in the orders,
a member has been
ordered to active duty
for a period of 90
days or more,
in such cases, the
member actually uses a
POC,

THEN...
travel by privately
owned conveyance
(POC) may not be
specifically
authorized in the
orders to active
duty,
travel by POC may be
specifically
authorized in the
orders to active
duty.
allowed travel time
shall be based on 1
day for each 350
miles of the official
distance of the
ordered travel,
1 day’s travel time
will be allowed.
the required
reporting date will
be charged as a day
of travel.
consideration will be
given to the amount
of travel that can be
performed on the day
of reporting.
travel by POC may
also be specifically
authorized in the
orders releasing the
member from active
duty.
allowed travel time
shall be based on
1 day for each 350
miles,

AND...
travel time
computation will be
per NAVSO P-6034.

1 additional day is
allowed for any
distance in excess of
multiples of 350 miles
provided the excess is
51 miles or more.

an additional day
allowed for any
distance in excess of
multiples of 350 miles
provided the excess is
51 miles or more.
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3. POC Travel Not Authorized. Use the rules below when travel
by POC is not specifically authorized:
WHEN travel by POC is
not specifically
authorized in the
orders from...
home to first duty
station,

last duty station to
home of record,

THEN travel time will be computed in
the following manner.
Using the latest schedules for the mode of
transportation actually used, compute
travel time based on an actual schedule,
which would permit arrival at the duty
station on the reporting date.
If travel is performed by POC without it
having been authorized, compute travel time
in the same manner using the latest
schedules for public surface
transportation.
Using the latest schedules for public
surface transportation, compute travel time
based on an actual schedule which most
nearly coincides with the departure date
and time. This is without regard to the
actual performance or mode of travel.

NOTE: The above is not applicable upon release from active duty
incident to retirement or transfer to the Fleet Reserve.

